
iQ Travel Case 20™

Sync, charge, 
store, secure 
and transport 
up to 20 iPad® or 
iPad Air™ devices

Efficient syncing. Using synchronisation software on 

your MacBook, the iQ Travel Case 20 can sync up to 16 

iPad or iPad Air devices simultaneously, or 20 in rotation.1

The iQ Travel Case 20 is compact in design so that  

you can store it under a desk or anywhere out of sight.

Cushioned and protected. The iPad devices are stored 

in foam slots to prevent them from being damaged 

in transit. This means less cracked screens and more 

functioning iPad devices ready to use when needed.

Efficient charging. With 2.1 amp power at each port, 

the iQ Travel Case 20 is capable of charging up to 16 iPad 

or iPad Air devices at the same time, or 20 in rotation.

Mobility just got easier. The iQ Travel Case 20 is a 

rugged case on wheels designed to transport up to 20 

iPad or iPad Air devices.

The perfect balance. The iQ Travel Case 20 is a custom 

built Pelican™ Storm Case™ that is both light and strong.  

You can store up to 20 iPad devices (with or without 

Smart Covers), and all your connector cables.
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It just makes life easier.

Specifications (case only): 
inches: 24.9(H) x 23.7(W) x 13.1(L) 
mm: 632(H) x 602(W) x 333(L) 
weight: 29.8 lbs | 13.5 kg

iQ 16 Sync Charge Box™... Modular and mobile. With the ability to remove the 

iQ 16 Sync Charge Box from the iQ Travel Case 20, syncing and charging can occur 

almost anywhere, independently of the Case.

iPad devices on the move? Then the iQ Travel Case 20 is the perfect companion. 

The specially designed foam insert allows the storage and transportation of:

• 1 x iQ 16 Sync Charge Box

• 20 x iPad devices

• 4 x stands that hold 4 iPad devices each

• All the necessary cables required to 

sync or charge your iPad devices

Specifications and images are for illustration purposes only. Final product may differ. iPad and MacBook are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. iPad Air is a trademark of Apple Inc. Pelican and Storm Case are registered trademarks of Pelican 
Products, Inc. 1 The time taken to sync all devices will depend on the amount of content to be transferred and the number of devices connected. Contact us for more details.

Intelligent power management system. 

The iQ 16 Sync Charge Box automatically stages 

the availability of power to each port. This function 

prevents the potential of overloading the circuit 

and protecting your devices. 

Extra durable, extra protection... The new iQ Travel Case 20 outer shell is now 

constructed by Pelican. It’s lightweight and more durable than ever before. So what 

does this mean? Anything inside the case is safe and protected. The new case features:

• Pelican Storm Case construction

• Six Press & Pull Latches

• Three Double-layered, Soft-grip Handles

• Two Padlockable Hasps

• In-line Wheels

• Telescoping Handle

• Pressure Release Valve

• Flush Powerful Hinges

• Watertight

• Dustproof


